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scribed and pointed out with particularity
I b all whom it may concern :
13e it known that I, DANIELMCFARLANin the appended claims.
MOORE,
a citizen of the IJnited States, residMerely for purposes of illustration I have
ing at East Orange, county of Essex, State shown in the accompanying drawings some
5 of New Jersey, have invented certain new of the many various forms in which .my in- 60
:ind useful Improvements in Gaseous-Con- vention mav be embodied, and in whichcluctor Lamps, of which the following is a
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section through
a lamp suitable for operation on direct curspecificstion.
My invention relates to vacuum tube de- rent and provided with improved elec10 vices in which an e1ectric:d discharge takes trodes constructed in accordance with my 4 5
place between electrodes in a vessel contain- invention; Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section
ing more or less rarefied vapors or gases, of a similar lamp having a short gaseous
and more particularly to devices of this column and rovided with a different form
aharacter in which the electrical discharge of cathode; gig. 3 is a diagram of conneci5 is such that the gas or vapor is rendered tions, showing how a plurality of various 70
luminous and hence the device can be used forms of lamp embodying my invention
may be connected in parallel and all may
as a source of artificial light.
Any gases and vapors become luminous be started by an inductive discharge if
when subjected to an electrical discharge necessary; Fig. 4 is a view partly in section
20 under sriitable conditions, and in many re- of a lamp provided with other forms of 76
spects my invention relates to devices of electrodes; Fig. 5 is a view partly in section
this character regarclless of the particular of a straight tube gaseous lamp provided
gas or vapor used, although in other re- with an automatic feed valve and having
spects it especially relates to gases of high an improved electrode constructed i n ac25 conductivity, such as neon, or similar gases cordance with my invention; Fig. 6 shows 80
which have a comparatively high conduc- a lamp containing neon and constructed to
tivity and emit a light suitable for the pur- operate upon alternating current.
The particular form of device which I
pose desired.
The principal object of my invention is have illustrated in Fig. 1 as one embodiment
30. to produce a gaseous conduction device of my invention is a gaseous conduction de- 85
which is particularly adapted to utilize vice suitable for the production of light and
made of the general form and dimensions
neon as a gaseous conductor.
A further object 1s to provide improved of an incandescent lamp having a filament.
electrodes by means of which the operation For convenience I designate this device a
35 of gaseous conductive devices in general filamentless or gaseous conduction lamp to 90
may be improved and their efficiency in- indicate that the light is produced from a
e
aaseous conductor as distinghished from an
creased.
A farther object is to provide gtmeous Incandescent filament. The particular form
conclnction lighting devices which will op- of lamp shown in Fig. 1 comprises a bulb
40 ernte either on alternating or direct current, 1 containing a suitable atmosphere which 95
which are so compact as to be compar- may be any gas suitable for the purpose,
able in dimensions with the incandescent such as nitrogen or carbon dioxid, but which
is preferably one of the rare gases sf good
lamps commonly used.
Another object of my invention is to so conductivity, such as neon or helium, or a
45 combine the electrodes and the gas or vapor similar gas. I n order that the light giving 100
that the potential between the electrodes column may be of considerable length, I
' and the gaseous conductor is reduced to a provide suitable means for compelling the
discharge to take a more or less tortuous
minimum.
A still further object is to improve gas- course inside the bulb 1. I n the particular
60 eous conduction devices generally and in va- device shown in Fig. 1this result is attained 105
rious details of construction as hereinafter by means of a directing device or barrier 2,
preferably made in the form of a tube of
more fully described.
To this end my invention comprises va- glass or similar material, and suitably
rious novel features and details of construe- mounted in the bulb so as to extend long$66 tion which are more fully hereinafter de- tudinally of the bulb. The barrier is pref- 110
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erably seared to the neck of the bulb in the 1:mp as L: whole i s increased. The sosuch a manner that there is no communica- dium in the aluminum cup o r chamber of
tion between the space inside of the tube the cathode not only improves the ~wnninp
2 and the interior of the bulb except efficiency of the lamp, but faci1it:ates starting it, particularly when the lamp cont:ains 70
6 through the open end of the tube.
I n accordance with my invention one of neon, which is the gas 1 prefer to use when
the electrodes is mounted outside the tube 2 high efficienc-y is desired.
I n the particular form of lamp shown in
near the neck of the bulb and the other is
mounted inside the tube so that the elec- Fig. 2 the bulb 1 contains some suitJ)le gas,
l o trodes are substantially concentric bat are such as neon, and is provided with an nnode 75
separated by the walls of the tube 2. I n 10 consisting of aluminnm, iron, tungsten
devices of this form 1 usually prefer to or simi1:ar metill. It may be, if desired, cup
make the electrodes of a suitable metal, such shaped and contain some suitable in;~tcri;~l,
as pure aluminnm, which does not contain like metallic sodium. It is preferably so
15 any trace of iron or other deleterious ma- proportioned that :I large snrf:ace is ex- go
terial. Any traces of foreign materials coin- posed to the neon. The cathode is niountecl
bined with the aluminum tend to cause near the other end of the bulb in :my suitdark deposits in the tube and to increase able way, as for example, on the end of :L
the difficulties of exhausting it. I have pedestal 11. It may be constlncted, if de20 found that these difficulties are eliminated if sired, of nluminnm and metallic sodium,, 85
the aluminum is really pure. One of the like the cathode 4 shown in Fig. 1. I n the
electrodes, preferably the anode 3, is mount- particular form shown in Fig. 2 the negaed outside of the tube 2 near the neck of the tive electrode is constructed of some refracbulb. The other electrode or cathode 4 is tory material 12, such as boron nitrid,
25 mounted inside the tube 2 and comurises a pressed refractorv oxids of calcinm. zir- 9r
chamber of some suitable metal s u c h j s pure conium, thorium,"or similar material, and
aluminum. This chamber contains some ma- has one or more constricted p:lssages or
terial 5 which will decrease the resistance to openings 13 wliich lead from the exposetl
the passage of current between the g:Lseous end of the electrode to :I piece of met:~l14,
conductor and the electrode, and will not 313- preferaldy some refr:lctory met+, such as 95
preciably attack the material of the chamber. tungsten, connected to the tern11n:tl of the
The electrode material which I prefer to use 1:amp. The inateri:ll 12 should be :L poor
in the aluminum chnmlw is nletallic so- conductor of he:~t and prefer;hly very redium, or an alloy or mixture containing me- fractory so that the discharge through the
tallic sodium. The aluminum chamber may constricted passage 13 mill he:~tthe small loo
be shaped in various mays as long as it acts body of gas inclosed in the passage to :L
as a container and holds the electrode ma- , high temperature and thus in turn heat the
terial in such a manner that the material is walls of the passage. This hi h localized
in contact with the gaseous conductor of heating facilitates the transfer o current bethe lamp. The particular cathode shown is tween the electrode and the gaseous conduc- 105
provided with a reentrant tube 6 which pre- tor and in conjunction with neon makes the
vents spilling of the metallic sodium 5 lamp a very efficient light producing device.
I n exhausting gaseons conduction lamps,
when the lamp is moved while the sodium is
very hot, and also provides an orifice for ex- and particularly those constructed to emposing the sodium to the gas in the lamp. body my invention, all traces of foreign 110
Usually the sodium remains in the alumi- gases should be removed so that when comnum cup because of its adhesion to the alu- pleted the 1:unli will cont:~in only the
minum, and the reentrant tube 6 guards gaseous conductor which is to be used. This
only against accidental spilling of the so- 1s particularly important where the 1:~mps
dium. Both electrodes are connected by contain neon :LS the gaseous conductor. I t 115
leading in wires 7 to the base 8 or to other is therefore desirable that the lamps be
suitable means by which current is supplied thoroughly heated and exhuusted and t h ~ e
t o the I m p . I have found it convenient to by repeated admission and exhnusting of
stetidy the electrodes in some suitable way, a suitable gas all impurities and occluded
as, for example, by ribs or spacers 9 engag- gases be washed out of the lamp so that 1 2 0
ing the electrodes and preferably formed when the neon is finally admitted no deleterious foreign gases will mix with it and iniin the tube 2.
When the lamp is in operation the dis- pair its efficiency. I n some cases i t may be
charge takes place between the anode 3 and advisable to wash out the lamp once or twice
the cathode. ,The discharge is compelled to with neon before finally sealing the lamp off 125
traverse the length of the tube 2 and then f r o m the pumps, even though the lamp has
return, hence the light giving column is previously been washed out a number of
long. Owing to the novel construction of times with some suitable gas such as nitrogen
the cathode the losses a t the electrodes are for the purpose of getting rid of the water
minimized and consequently the efficiency of vapor and occluded gases driven out of the 130
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electrodes and the walls of the tube by age upon the circuit to insure the starting
heat. If the lamp is to be operated with nl- of all the lamps. One way of showing thls
trogen, for esample, instead of neon, the is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3, in
~vashingwill be repeated a number of times which the circuit containing a reactance 24
5 with nitrogen untll only pure nitrogen re- is provided with a circuit Interrupting demains in the lamp a t the proper pressure, vice 25 connected in parallel with the lamps,
whereupon the lamp is sealed off from the which may be of the various types shown in
the drawings as examples of embodiments
Pump.
1 h e losses in a aaseous conduction device of my invention. This circuit interrupt10 are the result of the necessity of the electric ing device 25 m:V be a quick break switch
cnrrent changing the medium through or any other simllar device by means of
which is passes. I n general, if the current which potential upon the circuit may be mopasses through a solid to a liquid, and mentarily raised for the purpose of starting
thence to the gaseous conductor, the loss the lamps connected to the circuit In
15 is less than if the current pnsses imn~edi- parallel.
I n many cases it is desirable to operate
ately from the solid conductor into the gaseous conductor. This is pnrticularly the lamps upon an alternating current system,
case if the solid conductor is cold, and the and by my invention I provide gaseous congaseous conductor is hot, as it must be while duction lamps which will so operate. One
20 the lamp is running. I n accordance with form of such a lamp is shown in Fig. 4, in
my invention a vapor may be generated near which the bulb 28 containing neon or other
the solid conductor to cause the conditions gas of good conductivity is provided with
adjacent the solid conductor to be such that a central tube 29 similar to the tube 2 of
flow of current into the gaseous conductor the lamp shown in Fig. 1. I n addition to
25 is facilitated. Where the vapor is gener- the electrode above described suitable elecated from a refractory material I prefer a trodes 30 are mounted outside of the central
construction, such ns that shown i n Pig. 4, tube 29. These electrodes are made in the
comprising a funnel 34 with a constricted !form of aluminum chambers provided with
vent or orifice 35 opening into a receptacle small orifices 31 and containing a vaporiz30 33. Both the funnel and the receptacle are able material 32 such as metallic sodium,
made of very refractory insulating material, which facilitates the flow of current besuch as fused silica. I n many cases I con- tween the electrode and the gaseous column.
struct the evacuated envelop of fused silica, As indicated diagrammatically, the lamp
particularly where neon is used as the gase- may be operated from an ordinary alter35 ous conductor, and thereby secure longer nating current circuit through a translife, greater intensity of current flow and former of the usual type.
Where it is desired that the tube have a
higher efficiency, and in general improve the
neon lamp. I n the receptacle 33 I place very long life, provision must be made for
the vaporizable electrode material 36, which automatically adding more neon as the
40 may be metallic sodium, or a mixture con- original charge is consumed. A suitable
taining sodium, as for example a mixture arrangement for doing this is shown in Fig.
of approximately 65% sodium, 30% mer- 5, in which the tube 51 is provided with an
cury, and 5% potassium, or may be a more aluminum electrode 52, and an electrode 58
refractory electrode material, such as car- of sodium or of cups 49 formed of aluminum
45 bon in such a condition that carbon vapor and containing metallic sodium 50. By
will be generated when the lamp is in oper- means of an automatic electromagnetic feed
ation at a suitable current density. The valve 53 constructed in accordance with my
current flow is so concentrated on the elec- Patent 1,032,927, issued July 16, 1912, small
trode material in the receptacle 33 that an amounts of neon may be autom~ticallyad50 atmosphere containing suitable vapor is mitted to the tube from a reservoir or supgenerated in the receptacle 33 and facili- ply tank 54. I n some cases it may be adtates the transfer of current, thereby in- vantageous t o so arrange the device that the
creasing the efficiency of the lamp. The valve is supplied with neon only a t the will
shape of the receptacle 33 and the con- of the operator, so that the operator can
55 stricted orifice prevents the vapor in the take precautions t o insure the purity of
receptacle passing out into the lamp t o any the neon fed to the tube, although the
amount fed is controlled automatically by
great extent.
Gaseous conduction devices constructed in the valve. This result may be accomplished
accordance with my invention, and espe- in many different ways, as for example by
60 cially those containing neon, will operate in means of the valve 55 controlling the outlet
parallel and will start on voltages substan- of the tank 54 and the valve 56 which controls
tially the same as or only slightly above the flow of neon t o the automatic feed valve
the normal operating voltage. I n some 53. A purifier 57 of some suitable design
cases it may be desirable to provide means is attached t o the feeding system and may,
65 for momentarily impressing a higher volt- for example, consist of a glass chamber con-
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taining clmrcoal or similar absorbent material, the whole being so constructed that
the chamber may a t will be immersed in
liquid air or similar refrigerating means, to
5 cause the charcoal t o absorb the last traces
of foreign gases from the neon. When the
operator sees that the lamp should be supplied with more neon he can admit a small
amount of neon into the purifying cham10 ber 57' and then after purifying it by cooling the chamber he can admit the purified
neon from the purifier 57 t o the automatic
feed valve 53 which will thereupon feed
into the tube the right amount of neon to
15 bring the pressure in the tube back to the
proper point.
I n many cases it is desirdle that the
gaseons conduction lamp shall operate with
;In arcing discharge lamp upon an alter20 nating current circuit. I have shown such a
lamp in Big. 6, in which two anodes GO and
C
li are connected respectively to the opposite terminals of the transformer winding 62, of .which the middle point is con25 nected to the cathode 63. The cathode is
preferably an alnminum cup containing
rr~etallicsodium. The reactance of the circuits tlyrough the transformer windings is
such that an arcing discharge is maintamed
30 through the g:Lseous conductor, which is
thereby rendered continuously .lnminous.
My invention may be embodied in many
other forms than those shown and described, and I therefore do not limit my in35 vention to the precise arrangement disclosed,
except in so far as it is limited by the scope
of the appended claims.
What I claim as new and desire to secure
by Letters Patent of the United States, is :1. I n a gaseous conduction lamp, the com40
bination with a sealed receptacle having a
rarefied atmosphere consisting of neon, of
electrodes mounted in said receptacle near
one wall thereof and adjacent each other,
4.5 aqd a barrier between said electrodes and
extending away from them into the body of
the receptacle to compel the discharge to
])ass fro111one electrode through the neon
and around wid barrier to the other elec50 trode.
2. I n a g~seouscoriduction lamp, the comhination of L: bulb containiug rarefied neon,
electrodes located a t or near the neck of
said bulb, and a tubular barrier mounted

in said bulb to separate said electrodes :mi8 l i G
joined to the bulb near the neck thereof, said
harrier extending to a point adjacent the
tip of the bulb.
3. I n a gilseous conduction device, tho
combination with a sealed inclosure con- 00
taining rarefied neon, of an electrode comprising a body of aluminum shaped to provide cavities exposed to the neon, and metallic sodinm in said cavities.
4. I n a gnseous condyction lamp, an elec- 60
trode consisting of an open aluminum container and metallic sodium in snid container.
5. The combination with a closed receptacle containing rarefied neon, of a nega- 90
tive electrode having one or more discharge
receiving cavities of contracted dimensions
and snrfaces which receive and are heated
by the electric discharge.
G . I n n gaseous conduction lamp, the corn- 76
bimtion with a sealed receptacle having
therein a rarefied atmosphere, electrodes
n i o ~ ~ n t ein
d said receptacle, at least one of
said electrodes being hollow, having a contracted opening therein and containing me- 80
t a l k sodium.
7. I n a g?seous conduction lamp the combination ak~tl~'
a senlecl receptacle having a
ra'rieficd ;~tmosphereconsisting of neon, of
electrodes niounted in said receptacle near 8s
onc wall thereof and adjacent each other and
:L barrier between said electrodes and extending away from them into the body of
the receptacle, said electrodes being composcyl in part at least of metallic sodium. 90
8. I n a gaseous conduction lamp the combination with a sealed receptacle having a
rarefied atmosphere consisting of neon, of
electrodes mounted in said receptacle near
one wall thereof and adjacent each other 9 5
and a barrier between said electrodes and
extending away from them into the body.
of the receptacle, a t least one of said electrodes c.omprising a body of aluminum
shaped to provide cavities exposed to the 100
neon and metallic sodinm in snid cavities.
I n witness whereof, I have hereunto set
my 11:~ndthis 4th day of May, 1014.

DANIEL McFABLAN MOOBE.
Witnesses :

S. N. WHITEIIEAD,
J. H. ELIIINS.

